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What has been sung in Kakeuta? :
An attempt to extract topics of Kakeuta through quantitative text analysis
KAJIMARU Gaku
Kakeuta in Akita prefecture is a very rare folksong genre in Japan as an improvisational reciprocal song that has been 
performed and for which records have been kept until now. This study investigates what kind of topics have been chosen for 
Kakeuta using the method of quantitative textual analysis. The data analyzed are the records of the words used at Kanezawa 
Hachimangu Traditional Kakeuta Contest for past ?? years.
First of all, through cluster analysis using each song as a unit, topics such as drinking, social conditions, Akita and 
Niigata Prefectures, and Kakeuta itself can be found. However, some topics such as current affairs cannot be clearly 
extracted. A few categories also seem to include multiple topics. Next, through examining about ??? of the most frequent 
words extracted from the data, topics such as entertainment, climate, drinking, Akita and Niigata, and Kakeuta can be 
distinguished. It is a future issue to detect the pattern of usage of topics in Kakeuta with different approaches, dealing with 
topics difficult to extract by the current method.
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